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Abstract: Composite material parts are typically laid out in near-net-shape, i.e., very close to the
finished product configuration. However, further machining processes are often required to meet
dimensional and tolerance requirements. Drilling, edge trimming and slotting are the main cutting
processes employed for carbon fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP) composite materials. In particular,
drilling stands out as the most widespread machining process of CFRP composite parts, chiefly
in the aerospace industrial sector, due to the extensive use of mechanical joints, such as rivets,
rather than welded or bonded joints. However, CFRP drilling is markedly challenging: due to
CFRP abrasiveness, inhomogeneity and anisotropic properties, tool wear rates are inherently high
leading to superior cutting forces and detrimental effects on workpiece surface quality and material
integrity. Damage such as delamination, cracks or matrix thermal degradation is often observed
as the result of uncontrolled tool wear or improper machining conditions. Sensor monitoring of
drilling operations is, therefore, highly desirable for process conditions’ optimization and tool life
maximization. The development of this kind of automated control technologies for process and tool
state evaluation can notably contribute to the reduction of scraps and tool costs as well as to the
improvement of process productivity in the drilling of CFRP composite material parts. In this paper,
multi-sensor process monitoring based on thrust force and torque signal detection and analysis was
applied during drilling of CFRP/CFRP laminate stacks for the assembly of aircraft fuselage panels
with the scope to evaluate the tool wear state. Different signal-processing methods were utilised
to extract diverse types of features from the detected sensor signals. A machine-learning approach
based on an artificial neural network (ANN) was implemented to make smart decisions on the timely
execution of tool change, which is highly functional for CFRP drilling process automation.

Keywords: stack drilling; CFRP/CFRP laminates; multiple sensor monitoring; tool wear evaluation

1. Introduction

In the aerospace industry, weight reduction is critical to meet environmental requirements (lower
emissions) and to reduce management costs (lower fuel consumption). The use of advanced composite
materials such as carbon fiber-reinforced plastics (CFRP) is increasing ever more due to their exceptional
performance in terms of high specific strength and stiffness, excellent corrosion resistance, and good
fatigue resistance [1,2].
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In the new generation of aircraft, the percentage of CFRP composite materials has significantly
increased, reaching in some cases over 50% of the whole weight of the vehicle. This trend is going to
continue in the near future [3].

The assembly of CFRP composite parts is most frequently carried out using mechanical joints,
such as rivets, due to the difficulty of realizing welding operations, only applicable to thermoplastic
matrix composites, or adhesive joints. Accordingly, drilling is the most widespread CFRP machining
process in the aerospace and aeronautical industries. As a matter of fact, in a medium-sized airplane
some 85,000 rivets are estimated [4,5]. Drilling of CFRP laminates is frequently carried out manually
and cutting tools are often replaced largely before the end of tool life to avoid material damage due to
early tool failure [6]. This has a quite negative effect on the cost and productivity of drilling operations.

Nevertheless, drilling of CFRP composite parts is a challenge for manufacturing engineers
due to the anisotropic nature of the material, the rapid tool wear caused by abrasive carbon fibers,
and the highly concentrated stresses and vibrations. These phenomena may cause critical defects
affecting material integrity, surface quality and part acceptability: hole entry and hole exit delamination,
geometrical and dimensional errors, interlaminar delamination, fiber pullout, and thermal damage [7–9].
In past decades, diverse non-destructive testing and evaluation techniques were developed and applied
to detect defects for quality evaluation of CFRP components [8,10,11].

Delamination, i.e., the separation of laminated layers, is the most critical damage mode since its
presence negatively impacts the hole strength and consequently the in-service behaviour of assembled
parts [12–14].

The delamination phenomenon is closely influenced by the drilling process parameters [15–20].
In [21,22], an excessively high thrust force is reported as the main process parameter responsible for
catastrophic tool failure and extended delamination damage.

Previous studies have shown that delamination usually occurs at hole entry, due to the so called
“peel-up” phenomenon, and hole exit, due to the so called “push-out” phenomenon, along the drilled
hole periphery [4,23]. The influence of the thrust force for push-out delamination is very high compared
to the effect of torque [7].

The optimization of drilling conditions includes the optimal selection of cutting speed and feed
rate as well as the thrust force value obtained. Feed rate affects the onset of delamination more severely
than spindle speed: in [24], it is shown that minimum peel-up and push-out delamination is verified at
minimum feed rate value. However, using too low a feed rate, an increase of contact time between tool
and workpiece is generated causing possible thermal damage to the composite material [25].

A higher automation of drilling processes for assembly applications would certainly enhance the
productivity of assembly procedures but it needs an effective and dependable drilling process control
to ensure hole quality and to fully exploit tool life. A solution can be represented by the development
of robust and reliable on-line real-time process control techniques.

In this paper, smart multi-sensor process monitoring based on thrust force and torque signal
detection and analysis was applied during drilling of CFRP/CFRP laminate stacks for the assembly
of aircraft fuselage panels with the scope to evaluate the tool wear state. Different signal-processing
methods were utilised to extract diverse types of features from the detected sensor signals in the
time domain, in the frequency domain, and using fractal analysis. A machine-learning approach
based on artificial neural network (ANN) data processing was implemented using selected signal
features to make smart decisions on the timely execution of tool change, which is highly functional
for CFRP drilling process automation, on the basis of tool wear level estimation and tool wear
curve reconstruction.

2. Materials and Experimental Procedures

The CFRP/CFRP laminate stacks for the drilling experimental program were made of two overlaid,
symmetrical and balanced CFRP laminates of 5 mm thickness (Toray T300 carbon fibers, CYCOM 977-2
epoxy matrix). Each laminate had 26 unidirectional plies with stacking sequence [±452/0/904/0/90/02] s.
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A thin 0/90 fabric fiberglass/ epoxy ply was laid on the top and the bottom surfaces of each laminate.
The CFRP laminate fabrication was performed by hand layup, vacuum bag moulding, and autoclave
cure for 180 min at 180 ◦C under 6 bar pressure.

In the CFRP/CFRP stack, the laminates were overlaid with their bag sides in contact, representing
the severest stack drilling condition (Figure 1). Drilling tests of CFRP/CFRP stacks were performed
on a CNC drill press with a clamping system designed to reproduce the industrial drilling operation
conditions for assembly of aircraft fuselage panels (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Experimental set-up of CFRP/CFRP stack drilling.

The cutting tools were drill bits made of tungsten carbide with the typical characteristics of twist
drills utilised in the aeronautical industry: diameter: D = 6.35 mm; geometry: step/twist; point angle:
120◦/125◦; helix angle: 20◦/30◦.

The process conditions utilized for stack drilling were: feed rate = 0.11–0.15–0.20 mm/rev; spindle
speed: 2700–6000–9000 rpm (Table 1).

Table 1. Experimental drilling conditions.

Spindle Speed rpm

Feed rate,
mm/rev 2700 6000 9000

0.11 X X X
0.15 X X X
0.20 X

For each experimental condition, a sequence of 60 holes was realized with the same drill bit.
During the drilling tests, a piezoelectric dynamometer (Kistler 9257) was employed to acquire the

thrust force along the z-direction, Fz, and a torque dynamometer (Kistler 9277A25) was utilized to
acquire the cutting torque about the z axis, T. As shown in Figure 2, the torque sensor was mounted
under the drilling samples clamping system and the thrust force sensor was installed immediately
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under the torque sensor. The acquired analogue sensor signals were digitalized by a DAQ board (NI
USB-6361) at 10 kHz according to the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem.

3. Tool Wear Measurement

An optical measuring machine (Tesa Visio V-200, Figure 3) was used to measure the tool flank
wear, VB (mm), according to ISO 3685 standard [26]. The drilling tools were fixed on a clamping system
(Figure 3) in order to assure the repeatability of the measurement procedure. The VB measurements
were carried out at D/6 from the external tool diameter, D, on the left and right cutting edges after
every 10 drilled holes (Figure 4).
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4. Sensor Signal Analysis

4.1. Morphology of Sensor Signals

The thrust force and torque signals acquired during CFRP/CFRP stack drilling are greatly scattered
with presence of high-frequency oscillations (Figure 6): this behaviour is strongly related to the
anisotropic nature of CFRP laminates [27]. Previous studies on cutting of CFRP materials disclosed
that the fiber orientation with respect to the cutting direction determines the mechanism of chip
formation and the cut surface quality [28,29]. Thus, different cutting modes can be identified based
on the angle formed between cutting edge and reinforcing fibers, also known as fiber cutting angle
(Figure 7) [28]. During unidirectional CFRP drilling, the fiber cutting angle varies continuously with
drill rotation, determining different mechanical loading and surface quality conditions (Figure 8) [29].
The case of multidirectional CFRP laminate drilling is even more complex: not only the fiber cutting
angle varies during drill rotation, but also different cutting modes occur at the same time along the
cutting edge, according to the diverse fiber orientations of the multiple plies simultaneously cut by the
cutting edge (Figure 9). High-amplitude oscillations in the force and torque signals during drilling of
multidirectional CFRP laminates are the sum of multiple waves with a phase difference depending on
the different fiber orientations (0◦, 45◦, 90◦, −45◦) and an amplitude related to the number of plies with
same fiber orientation simultaneously cut by the cutting edge.
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4.2. Sensor Signal Pre-Processing

The raw thrust force and torque sensor signals acquired during the drilling tests included
signal portions corresponding to time periods before and after real machining. With the aim to
extract sensorial information only when the tool is actually removing material, a signal segmentation
procedure was performed on the thrust force signals and synchronically extended to the torque signals.
The identification of the start and end of the actual machining portion of the signal was carried out on
the basis of thresholds set on the moving average of the thrust force signals.

In Figure 10, the thrust force signal segmentation for hole n◦ 6 with drilling parameters 6000 rpm
and 0.15 mm/rev is reported, showing a drop of thrust force at the interface between the two laminates
which are in contact with their bag sides characterized by very irregular surfaces.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, 758 7 of 16 
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5. Sensor Signal Feature Extraction

Different signal processing methods were applied to extract diverse types of signal features from
the segmented thrust force and torque signals:

• Time domain signal features
• Frequency domain signal features
• Fractal analysis signal features

The extracted signal features were then subjected to selection procedures aimed at identifying
those with the highest relation with tool wear level. The selected features were used for the construction
of feature pattern vectors (FPV) to be fed as input to ANN-based machine-learning paradigms in order
to make decisions on the timely execution of drilling tool change.

5.1. Signals Feature Extraction in the Time Domain

Statistical features in the time domain were extracted from the segmented thrust force and torque
signals: arithmetic mean (Fmean, Tmean), variance (Fvar, Tvar), skewness (Fskew, Tskew), kurtosis (Fkurt,
Tkurt), signal energy (Fene, Tene). Some of these features displayed a good correlation with hole number
and thus, expectedly, with tool wear level. In Figure 13, as an example, statistical features extracted
from the thrust force signals are plotted for all operating conditions vs hole number up to the last hole
n◦60. From the figure, it can be noticed that some of the features increase with increasing number of
holes while other features decrease with growing hole number. In general, by carrying out a graphical
analysis of feature trends, higher or lower degrees of correlation with hole number is verified as a
function of the specific statistical feature.

5.2. Signals’ Feature Extraction in the Frequency Domain

A fast Fourier transform (FFT) was applied to convert the segmented thrust force and torque
signals into the frequency domain. For both thrust force and torque signals, relevant frequency peaks
were found corresponding to 1×–2×–3×–4×–5×–6× the drill bit revolution frequency.

Figure 14 show the FFT of thrust force signals for the drilling test performed at 6000 rpm and
0.15 mm/rev, in which the revolution frequency is 6000 rpm/60 = 100 Hz. The highest frequency peaks
were observed at 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600 Hz, i.e., at 1×–2×–3×–4×–5×–6× the revolution frequency.
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In Figure 15, the frequency peaks of the thrust force signal are reported versus hole number for
the drilling test performed at 6000 rpm and 0.15 mm/rev. It can be observed that the amplitudes of
some of the frequency peaks grow with increasing number of holes, suggesting a potential correlation
of the frequency peak amplitude with tool wear progression.
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5.3. Fractal Analysis Signal Features Extraction

An innovative signal processing approach based on fractal analysis was applied to carry out
feature extraction from the segmented thrust force and torque signals.

Fractals were introduced by the mathematician Benoit Mandelbrot to describe the length of
Britain’s coastline [30]. Nowadays, a fractal is seen as an object which owns a self-affine pattern or
singularity. Several applications of fractal analysis were presented in the literature. In metrology,
fractal analysis has been investigated and effectively applied to define the roughness of surfaces [31].
As a matter of fact, mathematicians found that rough surfaces have a self-affine behaviour and used
the fractal dimension to estimate its roughness [32]. On the other hand, only few research articles show
interest in applying this analysis technique in machining, such as for the analysis of sensor signals
detected during machining process monitoring.

In this research work, the objective of fractal analysis is to quantify the changes in complexity
and shape of the drilling sensor monitoring signals along the tool life. Using regularization fractal
analysis, based on convolutions of sensor signals with kernels of different types (rectangular kernel and
Gaussian kernel), two sets of curves were built [33]. Two examples of regularization analysis graphs
obtained using the rectangular kernel and the Gaussian kernel are displayed in Figure 16 where the
different colours refer to the different hole numbers. It can be observed that the regularization curves
are influenced by the tool wear level (Figure 16a): they become increasingly bumpy, with higher and
more marked arches as the hole number grows.

In order to adapt the analysis to the machining process under study, the regions to extract the
fractal parameters were selected based on the tool rotational speed. Two regions, Region 1 and Region
2, were identified in the regularization analysis graphs for the rectangular kernel (Figure 16a) and a
third region, Region 3, for the Gaussian kernel (Figure 16b). The boundaries of Regions 1 and 3 were
set so as to keep low a values and hold a sufficient number of points for linear regression to extract the
slope from the graph curve. The boundaries of region 2 were positioned in order to extract information
from the graph arches.

For each region, three fractal parameters were extracted: the slope, D, which represents the fractal
dimension quantifying the signal complexity; the y-intercept, G, quantifying the signal ruggedness;
and the R-square, R2, quantifying the auto-scale regularity in the selected region.
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6. Features Selection for Pattern Feature Vector Construction

A statistical approach was employed to evaluate the correlation between segmented time domain,
frequency domain and fractal features, on the one hand, and the measured tool flank wear values, on
the other hand, using the Spearman correlation coefficient, rs:

rs =
cov(rgX, rgY)

σrgXσrgY

where cov(rgX, rgY) is the covariance of the rank variables (i.e., rgX = features values, rgY = tool flank
wear values) and σrgXσrgY are the standard deviations of the rank variables.

If 0 < rs < 0.3, the correlation is weak; if 0.3 < rs < 0.7, the correlation is adequate; if 0.7 < rs < 1, a
strong correlation occurs. Based on the rs value, the features displaying the highest correlation with
tool wear level were selected as follows:

• Time domain features—Three features were selected from the thrust force signals: thrust force
average (Fmean), thrust force variance (Fvar) and thrust force kurtosis (Fkurt), and one feature was
selected from the torque signal: torque average (Tmean). All these featuers displayed a strong
correlation with tool wear level.
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• Frequency domain features—The following set of features was selected: Fpeak2x, Fpeak4x,
Fpeak6x, Tpeak2x, and Tpeak4x. The first three features, extracted from the thrust force signal,
displayed the highest correlation with tool wear level.

• Fractal analysis features—Three fractal features were selected from the thrust force signal: the
G parameter in region 1 (FG1R), the G parameter in the Gaussian region (FG-G), the Index in
region 2 (FIndex,2R), exhibiting a strong correlation with tool wear. From the torque signal, one
fractal feature was selected: the G parameter in the Gaussian region (TG-G), showing an adequate
correlation with tool wear level.

The Spearman correlation coefficient was utilized in order to select the features displaying the
highest robustness in identifying the tool flank wear level. Accordingly, the selected time domain,
frequency domain, and fractal features were used to construct sensor fusion pattern vectors (FPV),
containing features from thrust force and torque signals to be then employed for tool wear diagnosis
through ANN based machine learning. In particular:

• For time domain, a FPV was constructed containing the selected statistical features of thrust force
and torque signals plus the hole number: FPVtime = [Fmean, Fvar, Fkurt, Tmean, Hn]

• For frequency domain, a FPV was constructed containing the selected features of thrust force and
torque signals: FPVfreq = [Fpeak2x, Fpeak4x, Fpeak6x, Tpeak2x, Tpeak4x]

• For fractal analysis, a FPV was constructed containing the four selected fractal features of thrust
force and torque signals plus the hole number: FPVfract = [FG1R, FG-G, FIndex,2R, TG-G, Hn]

7. Machine Learning Based on Artificial Neural Network (ANN) Data Processing

The constructed time domain, frequency domain and fractal analysis FPV were used as input to
ANN based machine learning paradigms for tool wear curve reconstruction aiming at optimal tool life
exploitation. Machine learning is an artificial intelligence method based on the idea that machines can
learn from data, allowing complex models to be built that can make diagnoses, forecasts or decisions
from example data inputs by revealing the patterns embedded in data [34,35]. In this paper, three-layer
cascade-forward back propagation ANN were built with diverse configurations, one for each drilling
test condition. The architecture of a cascade forward ANN is made of input, hidden and output layers,
and comprises connections from the input to each network layer, and from each layer to the successive
layers. The input layer collects input patterns while the output layer provides classifications to which
input patterns may map [36].

For each drilling test condition, 60 input–output vectors, one for each drilled hole, were formed
to set up the ANN learning set. The input layer received in input the selected feature pattern vector
(FPVtime, FPVfreq, or FPVfract) for each drilled hole while the corresponding tool flank wear values, VB,
were fed to the output layer during ANN learning.

The utilized ANN had the following architecture:

• the number of input layer nodes was equal to the number of elements of the input FPV, i.e., 5
input nodes;

• the number of hidden layer nodes was set equal to 1x, 2x or 3x the number of input layer nodes,
i.e., 5, 10 or 15 hidden nodes;

• the output layer had only one node corresponding to the tool flank wear value, VB.

For ANN training, a Levenberg–Marquardt optimization algorithm [36] was chosen with the
following parameters: maximum number of epochs: 1000; performance goal: 0; maximum validation
failures: 6; minimum performance gradient: 1 × 10−7; maximum mu: 1 × 10+10; training stop: when
the maximum number of epochs is reached and the maximum amount of time is exceeded.

The learning set of 60 FPVs was partitioned into three subsets for training (70%), validation (15%)
and testing (15%). The training subset is utilised for calculating the gradient and updating the ANN
weights and biases. The validation subset is used to avoid data overfitting by monitoring the error
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on this subset during training, so that the ANN weights and biases that correspond to the lowest
validation error are stored. The testing subset is used to evaluate the performance of the trained ANN.
However, the given partition into training, validation and testing subsets can significantly affect the
ANN pattern recognition performance in tool wear level evaluation. For this reason, a bootstrap
resampling technique was applied to randomly generate the subsets several times with the aim to
enhance the estimation of the ANN pattern recognition performance [34,35]. Following the bootstrap
procedure, from the original set of 60 FPVs, the training (42 FPV), validation (9 FPV) and testing (9 FPV)
subsets were resampled 60 times with replacement. Thus, the overall pattern recognition performance
in tool wear level evaluation for tool wear curve reconstruction was estimated by aggregating the
recognition rates obtained by all 60 re-samplings.

8. Results and Discussion

The performance of the three-layer cascade-forward backpropagation ANN for smart tool wear
curve reconstruction was evaluated using the root mean square error (RMSE):

RMSE =

√√ n∑
i = 1

(ŷi − yi)
2

n

where ŷi are the ANN predicted tool flank wear values and yi are the measured tool flank wear values.
The ANN results obtained reveal that the 5-5-1 ANN configuration provided the lowest RMSE

values for smart tool wear curve reconstruction for almost all drilling test conditions in comparison
with the 5-10-1 and 5-15-1 ANN configurations. In Table 2, the RMSE values for the 5-5-1 ANN
configuration are reported for each drilling condition and for the time domain FPVtime, the frequency
domain FPVfreq, the fractal analysis FPVfract. Moreover, the RMSE values obtained from a fourth FPV,
called combined feature pattern vector FPVcomb, which includes both time domain and fractal analysis
features is a sensor fusion approach, are also reported in the last column of the table.

Table 2. Performance of the 5-5-1 artificial neural network (ANN) configuration expressed as root mean
square error (RMSE) in tool wear curve reconstruction for each drilling condition and each constructed
feature pattern vector (FPV).

RMSE for ANN Configuration 5-5-1

Drilling Condition ANN Performance in Terms of RMSE for Different FPV

(rotational speed-feed rate) FPVtime FPVfreq FPVfrac FPVcomb
2700 rpm–0.11 mm/rev 0.00109 - 0.00045 0.00032
2700 rpm–0.15 mm/rev 0.00407 0.00221 0.00347 0.00321
6000 rpm–0.11 mm/rev 0.00249 0.00195 0.00046 0.00044
6000 rpm–0.15 mm/rev 0.00514 0.00134 0.00076 0.00241
6000 rpm–0.20 mm/rev 0.00061 0.00099 0.00125 0.00035
9000 rpm–0.11 mm/rev 0.00328 - 0.00154 0.00083
9000 rpm–0.15 mm/rev 0.00037 0.00121 0.00051 0.00034

Average RMSE 0.00244 0.00154 0.00120 0.00113

From Table 2 and Figure 17a, it can be noted that the best overall ANN performance was obtained
for drilling condition 9000 rpm–0.15 mm/rev with the lowest RMSE equal to 0.00037, whereas the worst
overall RMSE, equal to 0.00514, was obtained for drilling condition 6000 rpm–0.15 mm/rev. Both the
lowest and the highest RMSE values were obtained when using the time domain feature pattern vector,
FPVtime.
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Figure 17. (a) RMSE values for the 5-5-1 ANN configuration for each drilling condition and for each
constructed FPV; (b) RMSE average values for each constructed FPV.

As regards the frequency domain feature pattern vector, FPVfreq, the RMSE values ranged between
0.00099 (lowest RMSE) and 0.00221 (highest RMSE).

In the case of the fractal analysis feature pattern vector, FPVfract, the lowest RMSE was equal to
0.00045 whereas the highest RMSE was 0.00347.

The examination of the average RMSE values, evaluated by considering the RMSE values obtained
with the same given FPV applied to all the drilling conditions (Table 2 and Figure 17b), indicates that
the fractal analysis FPVfract provided the best ANN performance in the classification of tool wear
level, while the time domain FPVtime came second and the frequency domain FPVfreq came third in
this ranking.

Thus, to verify the robustness of smart tool wear curve reconstruction by making use of signal
features obtained from diverse feature extraction methodologies, the time domain and the fractal
analysis features were considered in a combined manner with the scope to construct an additional sensor
fusion feature pattern vector, FPVcomb. The latter was built using the two most correlated fractal analysis
features, the two most correlated statistical features and the hole number: FPVcomb = [FG-G, FIndex,2R,
Fmean, Fvar, Hn]. This 5-component sensor fusion feature pattern vector, FPVcomb, was employed for
the learning of the same previously utilized 5-5-1 ANN configuration.
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In the last column of Table 2, the RMSE values obtained with the 5-5-1 ANN configuration are
reported for the case of the combined feature pattern vector FPVcomb.

The results show that the combination of features extracted via the fractal analysis and time
domain methodologies provides the highest robustness in the overall ANN prediction performance
for drilling condition 2700 rpm–0.11 mm/rev, yielding a best overall RMSE equal to 0.00032 and an
average RMSE equal to 0.00113 (Table 2 and Figure 17b). This confirms the robustness of sensor fusion
technology [37] for smart decision making in multi-sensor process monitoring applications [38].

9. Conclusions

Smart multi-sensor monitoring of CFRP/CFRP laminate stack drilling for aeronautical assembly
was carried out based on thrust force and torque signal detection and analysis for the on-line evaluation
of tool wear state. Different signal-processing methods were utilised to extract and select relevant
signal features from sensor signals in the time domain, in the frequency domain, and using fractal
analysis. The selected signal features were combined into diverse feature pattern vectors, FPV, and
utilised as input in an ANN-based machine-learning paradigm to make smart decisions about the
timely execution of tool change on the basis of tool wear level estimation. For all CFRP/CFRP laminate
stack drilling conditions, very accurate and robust ANN predictions of residual tool life were achieved
utilizing the signal features selected on the basis of their correlation with tool wear level. In particular,
the fractal analysis and the time domain FPVs provided the best ANN performance in the classification
of tool wear level. Therefore, to verify the robustness of smart tool wear curve reconstruction, sensor
fusion pattern vectors obtained combining features extracted via fractal analysis and time-domain
methodologies were constructed and employed for ANN learning and testing. The best overall ANN
prediction was achieved by these FPVs confirming the robustness of sensor fusion technology for
smart decision making in multi-sensor process-monitoring applications.

The utilized smart multi-sensor monitoring procedure can thus be reliably employed for on-line
tool wear diagnosis aimed at end-of-tool-life dependable forecast required to implement an effective
process automation in composite material parts assembly based on mechanical drilling. In this
framework, a condition-based tool replacement strategy can be adopted instead of a time-based
strategy, accomplishing the enhancement of productivity together with the reduction of scrap rate and
tool cost in CFRP/CFRP stack-drilling processes for aeronautical assembly.
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